A physiological and structural study of neuron types in the cochlear nucleus. I. Intracellular responses to acoustic stimulation and current injection.
Neurons in the cochlear nucleus differ in their discharge patterns when stimulated by tones. They also differ in their responses to depolarizing current injection in vitro. We made intracellular recordings from neurons in the cochlear nucleus of gerbils and chinchillas. The responses to tones and to depolarizing current were compared for the same neurons. Three categories of response patterns to tones were observed: chopper, primary-like, and onset. Chopper neurons responded with regularly spaced action potentials to stimulation with tones and to injections of depolarizing current. Their response rate rose with increasing levels of current to a maximum, which was comparable to that evoked by suprathreshold tones. These observations suggest that the regularity and maximal firing rate of these neurons are determined by voltage-dependent membrane properties. Primary-like neurons responded with irregularly spaced action potentials to tones. Injection of depolarizing current into these neurons produced a single action potential at current onset, which could be followed by a few irregularly spaced action potentials. The response rate showed little relation to current level. These data suggest that the membrane characteristics of primary-like neurons are different from those of chopper neurons. Onset neurons produced action potentials only at the beginning of the stimulus for both tones and depolarizing current, even though there was a sustained depolarization throughout the duration of the tone. The findings suggest that cochlear nucleus neurons have different membrane properties and that these properties may play a critical role in a neuron's temporal response pattern to acoustic stimulation.